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29 November 2021 

Afghanistan 

Government affairs 
On 28.11.21 the Taliban prime minister, Akhund, ordered the release of frozen pay for retained government 
employees in the country. On the same day, the Afghan Independent Bars Association (AIBA) was closed and 
formally placed under the control of the justice ministry. Its independence is reportedly no longer guaranteed. On 
27.11.21 the Taliban declared its intention to build up a 100,000 man-strong army and its own air force. 26.11.21 
witnessed many citizens continuing to complain in the capital, Kabul, about the high levels of unemployment and 
crime. On 23.11.21 the Taliban filled a further 27 ministerial posts almost exclusively with male clerics. An inclusive 
government is not foreseeable. After 100 days in office, the Taliban have yet to gain international recognition. 
Contrary to their assertions regarding human rights, many women in the country remain unable to work, for 
example. The Taliban’s interior ministry has stated that it should be possible for passports to be issued in ten 
provinces (Badakhshan, Parwan, Kapisa, Logar, Maidan Wardak, Ghazni, Daikundi, Faryab, Ghor and Nuristan) from 
25.11.21. Meanwhile, the issue of passports in Kabul has been stopped. On 22.11.21 the Taliban announced that 
they would be appointing new staff to the Afghan embassies. To date, they have only appointed new diplomats for 
the embassy in Pakistan. 

Health system / education 
It was reported on 29.11.21 that half of all private educational establishments in the country have been closed since 
mid-August 2021, due to economic problems. On 23.11.21 the Taliban stated that measles was currently spreading 
fast in Ghor province and the health system was not capable of containing the outbreak. The union of 
pharmaceutical services in Afghanistan stated on 23.11.21 that medical supplies were short because imports had 
been stopped. 

Media 
The ministry of virtue and vice has passed a new law on the media which stipulates that is is no longer permissible 
for actresses to be shown in television films and that female journalists must wear a hijab in news programmes. 
Men are also required to observe clothing standards, though these are not specified in any detail. It is further 
forbidden to show any programmes which do not comply with sharia principles. The Hela radio station in Laghman 
province has discontinued broadcasting due to financial difficulties and increasing censorship. 

Humanitarian situation 
In its Weekly Market Price Bulletin for the third week in November, the United Nations World Food Programme 
(WFP) reports that food prices are still markedly higher than in the last week of June 2021. The average number of 
days on which casual workers found employment stood at 1.4 days per week, which is 42.1 % less than in the final 
week of June. There have been no employment opportunities since the fourth week of August in four provinces - 
Daykundi, Logar, Paktya and Panjsher -, while a corresponding situation has prevailed in Bamyan since the second 
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week in September and in Badghis since the third week in November. On 22.11.21 the WFP paid out AFN 7,000 
(approx. US$ 75, as per 25.11.21) each to a number of vulnerable families in Kabul. According to reports on 24.11.21, 
UNICEF has provided some 140,000 children with access to education in the past three months. On 28.11.21 the 
UN stated that the first US$ 60 million of aid money had reached its destination. 

Argentina 

Results of the parliamentary elections 
In all, 127 of the 257 seats in the chamber of deputies and 24 seats in the senate changed hands in the parliamentary 
elections of 14.11.21. According to the official final result, the governing coalition led by president Fernández, 
Frente de Todos, took 33.6 % of the vote, while the opposition party Juntos por el Cambio amassed a 42 % share. 
Fernández’s centre-left alliance consequently lost its absolute majority in the senate. According to reports in the 
media, the government’s drop-in popularity is attributable to the economic crisis entailing high inflation and 
unemployment, as well as rising levels of poverty, which have been further worsened by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
and the uncertainty regarding the repayment of debts to the International Monetary Fund (IMF). According to the 
interior ministry, the turnout stood at 70 %. 

Bangladesh 

Protests by the Bangladesh Nationalist Party 
According to various reports in the media, the Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) has been staging protests, 
demonstrations and hunger strikes in various parts of the country since 20.11.21. There have been reports of people 
injured in connection with clashes between protesters and police in the Khulna and Barishal divisions and in the 
district of Natore (Rajshahi division), for example. The government has put the police throughout the country on 
high alert. The protesters are demanding that Khaleda Zia, the seriously ill party leader and former prime minister, 
be allowed to leave the country for medical treatment. The government has so far rejected the demands, citing 
legal obstacles. 
Khaleda Zia was sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment in 2018 on corruption charges. In response to requests from 
her family, she was temporarily released from prison on medical grounds against the backdrop of the COVID-19 
pandemic in March 2020, but is not permitted to leave the country. Due to her critical state of health, she was 
admitted to a hospital in Dhaka at the beginning of November 2021. 

UN resolution on LDC graduation 
The UN General Assembly adopted a resolution on 24.11.21 enabling Bangladesh to leave the category of Least 
Developed Countries (LDC) in 2026. The country has been granted a period of five years to prepare for its 
graduation, as opposed to the standard three years, so as to enable it to offset the consequences of the COVID-19 
pandemic. The term ‘LDC’ refers to a group of particularly poor countries as defined by the UN. In addition to 
Bangladesh, the resolution also applies to Laos and Nepal. 

Brazil 

Civilians found dead after violent clashes with the police 
At least eight bodies were discovered in a mangrove swamp near the slum area of Salgueiro in the metropolitan 
area of Rio de Janeiro on 22.11.21. While residents reported armed clashes on the previous weekend between 
civilians and police battalion 7 (BOPE), which has a reputation for particular brutality, and spoke of signs of torture 
on the bodies, the police have so far only confirmed that eight bodies have been found and that a raid was carried 
out on 21.11.21 after a police officer was killed while on the beat in this area the day before. According to NGO 
Fogo Cruzado, however, this was the 43rd police operation in Rio de Janeiro State to have left at least three people 
dead. 
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Burkina Faso 

Demonstrations 
Hundreds of people demonstrated in Ouagadougou on 27.11.21 against the growing extremist violence in the 
country and called for the resignation of president Roch Marc Christian Kaboré. The police used tear gas to break 
up the demonstrations, which had been banned by the municipal authorities. Demonstrators erected barricades 
and set car tyres alight. Several people were injured and a number of people were arrested or temporarily detained. 
Demonstrations also occurred in other towns, including Dori (Sahel region) and Kaya (Centre-Nord region). The 
demonstrations were called by the 27 November Coalition, an association of three civil society organisations. 

Mobile internet not available 
On 20.11.21 the country’s mobile internet was shut down for four days, officially on grounds of national defence 
and public safety and security. A further official reason was that quiet was necessary in order to bury those killed in 
the Inata attack (cf. BN of 22.11.21) with dignity. Observers see a link to the recent protests against a French military 
convoy which was making its way through Burkina Faso and to accusations that the government is failing to combat 
extreme violence in the country effectively (cf. BN of 22.11.21). On 24.11.21 the mobile internet shutdown was 
extended for a further four days. 

Attacks claim lives 
Unknown persons killed nine members of the gendarmerie and around a dozen civilians in an attack on a unit of 
the gendarmerie in Foubé (Centre-Nord) region on 21.11.21. 
Eleven attackers and three members of the security forces died in a further attack on 24.11.21 in Thiou (Nord 
region). 

Cameroon 

Attack on a school in the anglophone South-West region 
An armed attack on a bilingual school took place in Ekondo Titi (South-West region) on 24.11.21. At least three 
pupils and one teacher were reportedly killed in the attack and several people injured. No-one has claimed 
responsibility for the attack to date. Schools are among the public buildings which have been targeted by armed 
separatists in the past, however. 

Central African Republic 

Arrested minister released 
Following his arrest on 19.11.21 by order of the CPS special court on charges of war crimes and crimes against 
humanity (cf. BN of 22.11.21), the minister of livestock farming and animal health, Bouba Ali Hassan, was due to 
appear before the court on 26.11.21. According to reports in the media, this was prevented, however. Instead, the 
police escorted him to his home. In a statement on the matter, the court condemned this as an attack on the 
independence of the judiciary and the due process of law.  

Serious accusations in the media against Russian mercenaries 
Regional and indigenous media have carried reports of renewed serious accusations against Russian mercenaries 
(cf. BN of 12.04.21 and 20.09.21). The mercenaries concerned allegedly carried out a retaliatory attack on miners 
near the village of Kouki (Ouham prefecture) on 14.11.21, killing at least 19 people and pillaging homes and shops. 
Prior to the incident, at least four Russian mercenaries had reportedly been killed when their patrol was ambushed 
by poachers from Sudan. 
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Chile 

Results of the presidential and parliamentary elections 
A new president, all members of the lower house of congress and 27 out of a total of 50 senators were elected on 
21.11.21. Elections to two regional councils were also held. After all the votes had been counted, the Servicio 
Electoral announced on 22.11.21 that the ultra-right-wing populist presidential candidate José Antonio Kast had 
won the most votes, claiming a 28 % share, ahead of the left-wing former student leader Gabriel Boric, who amassed 
just under 26 %. The country’s new president will be chosen in a run-off between the two candidates from the 
edges of the political spectrum on 19.12.21. The elections took place in a phase of socio-political change: 
Dissatisfaction with the traditional parties is widespread among the population, with a constituent assembly still 
working on a constitutional reform in the wake of the 2019 protests. In addition, on 16.11.21 the senate finally 
rejected impeachment of the incumbent president Piñera on charges of tax evasion, after the lower house had 
previously approved impeachment proceedings. 

China 

Hong Kong: Activist convicted under national security law 
On 23.11.21 a court in Hong Kong applied the national security law against 20-year-old activist Tony Chung, 
sentencing him to three years and seven months in prison for secession and money laundering. In 2016 Chung was 
a co-founder of the Studentlocalism group, whose members support independence for Hong Kong. The money 
laundering charge relates to donations which Chung received via an online payment service up to October 2020. 
Chung was sentenced to four months in prison back in December 2020 for insulting the Chinese flag and 
participating in an unlawful gathering. 

Colombia 

Five-year anniversary of FARC peace accord: USA planning declassification as a terrorist organisation; blockaded 
territories 
24.11.21 marked the fifth anniversary of the peace accord with the former guerilla organisation Fuerzas Armadas 
Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC). FARC has been on the US terrorism list since 1997, but is now to be removed 
from the list at the end of November/beginning of December 2021. The conflict between FARC, the armed forces 
and other armed groups continued for over 50 years, claiming more than 220,000 lives before it was ended by a 
ceasefire in 2016. However, numerous former fighters have since taken up their weapons once again, splinter 
groups have formed and other armed groups have advanced into former FARC territories. Cases of internal 
displacement by such groups have risen sharply in 2021 compared to the previous year, in addition to which NGOs 
refer to blockades or various areas along the Pacific coast, particularly in the Chocó region. Here, large sections of 
the indigenous and Afro-Columbian population in particular are cut off from medical and relief supplies by mines 
which have been laid by armed groups or guarded routes, and NGOs are generally refused access. 

Cuba 

Crackdown on protests, opposition activists arrested 
Instead of the protests announced by the Archipiélago opposition collective, on 15.11.21 security forces and pro-
government civilians blocked the homes of numerous dissidents and between eleven and 40 people were arrested, 
according to varying reports in the media. A militarisation of public areas and an increased police presence on the 
streets were reportedly also to be observed. On 17.11.21 the activist and dissident leader Yunior García Aguilera 
landed in Madrid. He said that he had left Cuba temporarily in the face of continual hostilities, slurs, suppression 
and personal insults. 
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DR Congo 

Demonstrations, demonstration bans, arrests 
According to reports in the press, the civil society movement Génération Consciente (GC) staged an officially 
banned protest march in Mbandaka, capital of Équateur province, in mid-September 2021. GC is calling for the 
provincial governor’s resignation. The policy reportedly broke up the protest march and arrested GC’s leader, 
Joseph Bayoko, along with several other members of the movement. The arrested individuals are charged, among 
other things, with calling for rebellion. The private broadcaster Radio Télévision Sara is said to have had its licence 
withdrawn for 60 days for broadcasting messages from GC which are to be considered “subversive”. 
Christian lay movements, various civil-society actors and opposition parties, including former president Kabila’s 
Common Front for Congo (FCC), as well as the LAMUKA platform of Adolphe Muzito and former presidential 
candidate Martin Fayulu, called on 22.11.21 for a sit-down demonstration outside the headquarters of the 
Independent National Electoral Commission (CENI). The aims of the demonstration once again included  a call for 
the depoliticisation of CENI (cf. BN of 20.11.21). The governor of the city-province of Kinshasa, Gentiny Ngobila 
Mbaka, ordered a ban on the demonstration on 19.11.21, stating that the site concerned was situated at the inner-
city’s main traffic artery and in an area which was officially declared a neutral, demonstration-free location some 
time ago. He added that previous demonstrations involving certain co-organisers had been unpeaceful. When 
around 100 people nevertheless gathered to demonstrate, the event was broken up and a number of participants 
were arrested. According to individual reports, the police used force, including against MPs of ex-president Joseph 
Kabila’s FCC. The provincial police commissioner of the city of Kinshasa, Sylvano Kason, has reported that all those 
arrested have since been released from police custody. He added that the leader of the protestant lay movement 
(CALCC), Jean-Bosco Lalo, has been summoned to appear before the district court of Gombe/Kinshasa. The CALCC 
has criticised the attempt to silence critical voices and to criminalise citizens’ initiatives. No information is currently 
available on how a protest march progressed which was announced for 26.11.21 in pursuit of the same aims. The 
governor of the city-province of Kinshasa reportedly imposed a ban on the demonstration in good time. 

Kasaï-Central: Domestic violence widespread 
Citing a number of NGOs, the UN radio station Okapi reported on 26.11.21 that domestic violence is widespread in 
Kasaï-Central province – as in the rest of the country as well (cf. BN of v.06.09.21). According to Okapi, a culture of 
silence prevails. The NGO Femme main dans la main pour le développement du Kasaï states that violence against 
women is commonly linked to the preservation of demeaning customs and notes that sexual violence, in particular 
rape, is trivialised in society. 

North Kivu: Human rights violations on the increase in Masisi and Lubero 
Citing a report from the United Nations Joint Human Rights Office (BCNUDH), Opaki reports that at least 2,359 
human rights violations and breaches of international humanitarian law have been documented in the Masisi and 
Lubero territories of North Kivu province alone in the first ten months of 2021, including extra-legal and summary 
killings and various forms of sexualised violence. In the previous reporting year of 2020, BCNUDH documented 
eight hundred cases in total. The report states that human rights violations have been continually increasing in both 
territories, and that these have been perpetrated by non-state actors as well as the Congolese police and armed 
forces. The number of human rights violations attributed to state actors has increased in the stated reporting period 
compared to the preceding year of 2020. Non-government and supranational bodies repeatedly present a critical 
picture of the security situation in the other territories of North Kivu province, too – above all in Beni territory (cf. 
BN of 15.11.21). 

Egypt 

Death sentences for 21 people affirmed by court of cassation 
On 23.11.21 the court of cassation affirmed the death sentences for 21 people who have been found guilty of 
participating in 54 terrorist activities, including the killing of a police officer and the attempted killing of the former 
interior minister, Mohamed Ibrahim. The individuals sentenced to death are said to belong to Wilayat Sinai, a violent 
Islamist group allied with IS. According to Amnesty International, at least 107 people were executed in 2020. 
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Ethiopia 

Prime minister Abiy at Ethiopian front 
A government spokesperson stated on 23.11.21 that president Abiy had travelled to the front to join the 
government troops. Fana Broadcasting reported on 26.11.21 that Abiy, who is also supreme commander-in-chief 
of the army, was in the north-eastern region of Afar. Abiy has declared that the armed forces are “now in the final 
phase of rescuing Ethiopia” and that the war will be continued “until we have buried the enemy.” He has also called 
on the Ethiopian people to join the armed forces in fighting the Tigray Defense Forces (TDF). Prominent athletes, 
parliamentarians and regional politicians have also announced that they will be following Abiy. Meanwhile the TDF 
and its ally the Oromo Liberation Army (OLA) claim to be less than 200 km from the capital Addis Abeba. It is not 
possible to verify all the reports, as there is no access to the embattled areas and the Ethiopian government has 
additionally imposed a news blackout on all information relating to the armed conflicts. 

No prospects of a ceasefire 
Despite international efforts, all attempts to mediate and bring about a ceasefire have so far failed. On 24.11.21, 
UN Secretary-General António Guterres called for a ceasefire and dialogue between all the parties involved. The 
USA also urged de-escalation and negotiations.  
Referring to satellite images, Al Jazeera reported on 27.11.21 that the United Arab Emirates (UAE) had opened an 
air bridge to provide the Ethiopian government with military support in its fight against the TDF. 

Humanitarian situation in Tigray worsening 
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) pointed to a dramatic worsening of the humanitarian 
situation in the north of Ethiopia on 24.11.21. According to the ICRC, it has been impossible to deliver relief supplies 
to Tigray for some weeks now because the fighting and the changing course of the front are obstructing access. As 
a result, hundreds of thousands of internally displaced people are left without any supplies. It was reported on 
26.11.21 that UN humanitarian flights to Tigray’s regional capital, Mekelle, had been resumed for the first time 
since mid-October 2021 and that 35 trucks carrying relief supplies had arrived there. According to the UN, hundreds 
of trucks are required daily in order to cover the most urgent needs in Tigray, however. 

Ethiopia / Sudan 

Sudanese military reports soldiers dead after Ethiopian attack 
According to sources from within the Sudanese military, at least six Sudanese soldiers were killed in an attack by 
Ethiopian units and militias on a Sudanese army post in the disputed Al-Fashaga border region in Al Qadarif State. 
A statement was released on 27.11.21 claiming that the soldiers had attempted to intimidate the local population 
and to destroy the harvest. The attack was allegedly repelled. Ethiopia denies the incident. 
Armed clashes have been on the increase in the fertile region since November 2020, when Sudan laid claim to the 
land and called on the Ethiopian farmers who have been settled there for centuries to leave the region (cf. BN of 
11.01.21 and 08.02.21). 

Gambia 

Final report of TRRC includes recommendation to pursue prosecutions 
According to reports in the media, the final report from the Truth, Reconciliation and Reparations Commission 
(TRRC), which was published on 25.11.21, includes an express recommendation for the government to bring to 
justice those who perpetrated and/or were involved in human rights violations during the 22-year presidency of 
Yahye Jammeh and who have not yet faced prosecution. The report states that perpetrators of human rights 
violations and human rights crimes have been identified in the course of over 800 public hearings and on the basis 
of a total of 393 testimonies (by both witnesses and perpetrators). According to the chair of the TRRC, Dr. Lamin 
Sise, these perpetrators are accused of the arbitrary and unlawful arrest and imprisonment of dissidents, torture, 
extra-legal killings, enforced disappearances, rape, castration, witch hunts and feigned HIV treatment. Human 
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rights organisations and other civil society actors which have repeatedly called on the government to initiate 
corresponding prosecution measures welcomed the TRRC’s urging of the government to proceed with 
prosecutions. Amnesty International stated that a number of perpetrators continue to form part of the Gambian 
security apparatus. In a statement addressed to the Gambian government, the National Human Rights Commission 
(NHRC) called on the government to apply the TRRC’s recommendations in full and to crack down on impunity and 
immunity from prosecution. 

NHRC: Cases of arbitrary arrest and unlawful imprisonment 
In a statement addressed to the government on 23.11.21, the NHRC calls on the executive to respect court rulings 
and to comply with the constitutional prohibition of arbitrary arrests. The NHRC alleges that the political activist 
and national representative of Global Hearts of Medical Mission (Global HOMM), Nenneh F. Gomez, and an 
employee of the same organisation have repeatedly suffered arbitrary arrest and unlawful imprisonment by the 
police. They have reportedly been accused of trespassing and wilful damage to property in connection with a 
dispute over the use of a plot of land. Global HOMM accuses the government of depriving it of its constitutional 
right to property and its staff of their right to liberty. Following their release on bail and an appeal by Nenneh F. 
Gomez, it was reported in the media on 17.11.21 that the supreme court had declared the temporary detention and 
imprisonment to be unlawful. The national police authority was subsequently required to pay compensation to the 
plaintiff. 

Haiti 

Two hostages released 
According to information from the organisation Christian Aid Ministries, two of the 17 American and Canadian 
missionaries who were abducted in October 2021 have been released (cf. BN of 18.10.21). 

Honduras 

Political violence ahead of the elections 
In the run-up to the general elections on 28.11.21, there has been a sharp increase in political violence in particular 
against parties opposed to the incumbent government (PNH). On 15.11.21 a candidate of the Liberal Party (PLH) 
running for the office of deputy mayor was shot dead in Concordia, Olancho. On 13.11.21, a candidate from the 
same party and another candidate from the Libre party were shot dead at election rallies. A young person died of 
his injuries following an armed attack on the same day at the celebration to mark the end of the PLH’s election 
campaign in San Jerónimo, Copán, and two people were taken to hospital. According to the violence observatory 
of the national autonomous university (Observatorio de la Violencia de la Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 
Honduras (Unah)), a total of 22 people actively involved in politics have been killed in connection with the upcoming 
elections since March 2021 and eight people have died in the course of the primaries. This represents a more than 
two-fold increase in the number of politically motivated homicides in comparison to the 2017 elections. Against 
this background the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the EU activated the early warning 
system (SAT) for election conflicts on 15.11.21. 

India 

Kashmir: Human rights activist arrested 
Human rights activist Khurram Parvez was arrested under “counter-terrorism laws” in Srinagar on 22.11.21. These 
provisions of the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) are based on vague legal concepts and permit detention 
for an indefinite period without trial. Parvez was a coordinator of the organisation Jammu and Kashmir Coalition of 
Civil Society (JKCCS), which documents human rights violations in the region. Tough action by the Indian security 
forces in Kashmir is an ever-recurring issue. Referring to the arrest, Amnesty International criticised the common 
abuse of the UAPA provisions. 
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Iran 

Protests against water shortages in Isfahan end in violence 
It was reported in the media on 26.11.21 that protests in Isfahan (central Iran) against water shortages and poor 
water management were broken up by security forces, who clashed violently with demonstrators and deployed 
tear gas and rubber bullets. Citing a police spokesperson, an Iranian press agency reported at least 67 arrests, on 
charges including vandalism. Referring to the Human Rights News Agency (HRANA), Radio Farda reports 214 
arrests. Images of various injured protesters have been published in social media, as well as reports of security 
forces setting tents on fire. Large protests attended by several thousand people have been taking place since mid-
November 2021 in the dried-up bed of the Zayendeh Rud river and in particular in the area around Pol-e Khvaju, 
one of several historic bridges in the city centre, where farmers are camping in tents. Farmers have been criticising 
the redirection of the river into the neighbouring province of Yazd for several years now. They regard this diversion 
as a key cause of the water shortages, together with increasing periods of drought. In other provinces of the country, 
including Khuzestan, protests against water shortages escalated back in July 2021, resulting in a number of deaths 
(cf. BN of 26.07.21). 

International criticism following controversial execution 
The execution of Arman Abdolali on 24.11.21 has sparked intense international criticism from various quarters, 
including the EU, the UN Human Rights Council and human rights organisations. Arman Abdolali was sentenced 
to death following a qisas verdict convicting him of the murder of his girlfriend in 2013. The term ‘qisas’ refers to 
retaliatory punishment, which is regulated in Art. 289-447 of Book 3 of the Islamic penal code. As the accused was 
a minor at the time of the offence, the judiciary authorities, the dispute settlement council and numerous social 
activists had endeavoured for years in vain to obtain the consent of the murder victim’s family for the death 
sentence to be commuted into a prison term. According to human rights organisations, the girl’s body has never 
been found and the murder was never investigated properly by the police. Amnesty International criticises the fact 
that the prison service forced the young man to confess under torture while being held in solitary confinement. The 
accused allegedly later withdrew his confession. 

Human rights violations in Iran’s Kurdish areas 
The Kurdish human rights organisation Hengaw reports over 103 cases of human rights violations in the Kurdish 
settlement areas of Iran in the month of Aban 1400 (23.10.-22.11.21). Four inmates reportedly died in incidents at 
the prisons in Urumiyeh and Sanandaj. There have also been at least ten armed attacks on smugglers by Iranian 
border guards at the country’s western border. These attacks have allegedly also resulted in the deaths of four 
people. The organisation has documented 64 arrests in connection with political charges. Five Kurdish activists 
were sentenced to a total of 15 years and nine months in prison and 60 lashes. The report finally mentions six 
victims of exploding mines in Baneh, Sardasht and Qasr-e Shirin. The explosions killed one person and injured five. 
Hengaw also reports violence against women in the Kurdish territories, stating that a total of 44 women were killed 
between November 2020 and November 2021, for the most part by family members. 107 Kurdish women allegedly 
committed suicide. Numerous cases of suicide have been documented in particular in Kermanshah province. 

Iraq 

Fighting against IS in Diyala 
IS staged a number of attacks on Peshmerga positions in the disputed parts of Diyala province on 27/28.11.21. Five 
members of the Peshmerga were killed and five injured. The attacks were launched from an area in which neither 
the Peshmerga nor Iraqi forces exercise effective control. Despite various attempts to improve coordination, 
cooperation between the two distinct security forces continues to be patchy. 

Protests against marriage of a twelve-year-old girl 
A video featuring a public appeal by a Baghdad mother for her daughter to be rescued went viral and triggered 
protests and investigations by the government which ultimately led to an initial court hearing on 28.11.21. In the 
video, the girl’s mother reports that the girl was raped by a 25-year-old relative of her stepfather and subsequently 
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forced into marriage. While Iraqi law actually stipulates a minimum age of 15 for marriage, child marriages are 
common. Protests ensued both on- and off-line; demonstrators protesting against child marriage gathered outside 
the court building. A final judgement has yet to be pronounced. It is currently assumed that some 20 % of all 
marriages in Iraq involve underage brides. According to official statements, the investigations have so far failed to 
reveal any wrongdoing, however. 

Kyrgyzstan 

Former prison service employee reports on inhumane treatment of inmates 
Responding to a call by president Sadyr Zaparov to contact him directly via social media in cases of corruption, 
Akzol Raimberdiev, a former employee of the Kyrgyzstani prison service, posted a video on YouTube in which he 
describes corruption and inhuman treatment in penal colony no. 31 and particularly violent attacks by prison staff 
on prisoners. After posting the video, Raimberdiev was dismissed from the service for allegedly having disclosed 
official secrets. According to the Kyrgyzstani prison service, internal investigations have additionally been carried 
out and have failed to corroborate Raimberdiev’s assertions. Human rights organisations and the national centre 
for the prevention of torture and other cruel, inhumane or humiliating treatment (a Kyrgyzstani authority) regularly 
point out that torture and inhumane treatment occur in Kyrgyzstani penal institutions.  

Lebanon 

Economic situation 
The country’s economic situation continues to worsen. The Lebanese pound was most recently traded on the black 
market at an exchange rate of 25,000:1 against the US dollar (the long-standing official exchange rate pegged to 
the US dollar was 1500:1). On 26.11.21 a group of protesters stormed a building of the ministry of social affairs and 
removed a picture of president Michel Aoun. The protest targeted the extreme delays in issuing ration cards to 
needy families. These cards are intended to replace the general subsidisation of food. Food prices have risen many 
times over across all segments of the market in the past two years. 

Libya 

Saif al-Islam al-Gaddafi disqualified as presidential candidate 
On 24.11.21 the electoral commission rejected the candidacy of Saif al-Islam al-Gaddafi, the son of former ruler 
Muammar al-Gaddafi, for the presidential election which is to take place at the end of December 2021. The military 
prosecutor’s office had urged that Saif al-Islam be disqualified on account of his conviction in 2015 for war crimes 
during the popular uprising of 2011. In addition to Saif al-Islam, the electoral commission also rejected 24 other 
presidential candidates from a total of 98; the rejected candidates can appeal against the decision. On 25.11.21 an 
armed group prevented the court in the southern Libyan city of Sabha from deciding on Saif al-Islam’s presidential 
candidacy in the appeal process. 

Mexico 

Visit by UN Committee on Enforced Disappearances 
The UN Committee on Enforced Disappearances visited Mexico from 15.11 to 26.11.21 to assess the situation at 
first hand, including an evaluation of preventive measures and the legal processing of the corresponding crimes. 
According to the official register, 94,426 people have disappeared since 1964. 97 % of the corresponding crimes 
have gone unpunished and 52,000 dead bodies remain unidentified. In a press conference held at the end of the 
visit on 26.11.21, the UN committee expressed concern at the failure to implement recommendations from previous 
years and the sharp rise in the numbers of cases during the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the Mexican 
government, close cooperation is to be pursued in future in order to implement corresponding measures, however. 
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Montenegro 

Inadequate prosecution of money laundering; accusations against president Ðukanović 
In a report published on 23.11.21, experts from the Council of Europe criticise the fact that suspected cases of 
money laundering in Montenegro rarely lead to investigations, prosecutions and convictions. The experts urge the 
government to improve and expand prevention measures in this area and to ensure that black money cannot 
circulate in the country’s financial system. The report further notes that criminal sanctions for money laundering 
are based solely on agreements between the prosecution and the defence, which generally results in minor 
penalties. Furthermore, no public statistics are available on the seizure of income from criminal offences, making it 
virtually impossible to assess the effectiveness of these government measures.  
President Milo Ðukanović is himself confronted with accusations of involvement in money laundering. On 13.11.21 
the investigative network BIRN published intercepted conversations of Albanian oil entrepreneur Rezart Taçi in 
which he incriminates Ðukanović. One day previously the Albanian authorities issued an arrest warrant against Taçi 
on charges of money laundering and forming a criminal organisation. The president rejects all accusations and 
denies that he knows Taçi. 

Morocco 

Attack by Polisario Front on Moroccan forces in Western Sahara 
According to a report from the Sahrawi press agency SPS, Polisario Front forces attacked Moroccan army forces 
along the wall near Feddat El-Mers, Guelb Diret, Agurara El-Frisk, Sabkhet Tnouched and Tedjallet Etalh on 26.11. 
and 27.11.21. The intensified attacks by the Polisario Front on Moroccan forces in Western Sahara since 13.11.20 
have reportedly inflicted substantial casualties and material damage on the Moroccan side.  

Myanmar 

Violence in various parts of the country, arrests of medical staff 
Between 21.11. and 24.11.21 clashes resulting in fatalities occurred between the Myanmar military (Tatmadaw) and 
local resistance groups (People’s Defence Forces, PDF) in Gangaw (Magway region), Launglon (Tanintharyi region), 
Kalay (Sagaing region), Thantlang (Chin State), Demoso and Loikaw (Kayah State). Around 5,000 people fled from 
eleven villages near the town of Taze (Sagaing) into surrounding forests after several hundred Tatmadaw soldiers 
were stationed in the area. 
In a search carried out at a church in Loikaw (Kayah State) on 22.11.21, security forces arrested 18 medical staff 
who were treating 48 patients there, some of whom were injured while others were suffering from COVID-19. The 
junta claims that the patients are members of “terrorist organisations”. Some of those arrested had previously been 
charged with sedition because they had participated in the civil disobedience movement. 
On 26.11.21 the USA, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Norway, South Korea and the United Kingdom issued a joint 
statement voicing their concern at the Tatmadaw’s military offensive in Chin State and the Sagaing and Magway 
regions. The statement asserts that the use of heavy heavy artillery and air strikes and the deployment of thousands 
of troops are impacting on a disproportionately large number of civilians. It further cites a particularly large number 
of reports of maltreatment in the area, including torture and sexual violence. The seven nations call for an 
immediate end to the violence in Myanmar and to other countries’ operational support for the Myanmar military. 

Nicaragua 

New sanctions, announcement of withdrawal from the OAS, arrest of former ambassador to OAS 
In the wake of the controversial presidential election in Nicaragua, on 15.11.21 the USA, Canada and the UK 
imposed further sanctions on individuals close to Ortega’s government. On 19.11.21, foreign minister Denis 
Moncada Colindres stated that a letter had been sent to the secretary-general of the Organization of American 
States (OAS) announcing Nicaragua’s withdrawal from the organisation. This process generally takes two years. 
Nicaragua’s former ambassador to the OAS, Edgar Parrales, was arrested on 22.11.21. Parrales has repeatedly made 
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comments critical of the government which have been well covered by the media in the past. The activist Samantha 
Jirón was arrested on as yet unspecified grounds ahead of the election, on 09.11.21. According to information from 
the NGO Mecanismo para el Reconocimiento de Personas Presas Políticas, 27 individuals were arrested on political 
grounds in November 2021. 17 of these belong to a party or organisation, while the remainder include activists. On 
26.11.21 the supreme election council officially confirmed the re-election of president Ortega and vice-president 
Murillo, together with the 75 parliamentary seats of the governing party Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional 
(FSLN) (cf. BN of 15.11.21). 

Niger 

Two people killed following blockade of French military convoy 
According to reports in the media, at least two people were killed and 18 injured following the blockade of a French 
military convoy by protesters in the town of Tera, close to the border with Burkina Faso, on 27.11.21. The convoy 
comprising more than 100 vehicles was reportedly part of Operation Barkhane and had come from Burkina Faso, 
where it had already been held up for a week by demonstrators blocking its passage (cf. BN of 22.11.21). According 
to a statement by the Nigerien interior minister, deaths and injuries occurred when the French soldiers attempted 
to break free. The French military spokesman, Pascal Ianni, reportedly explained that members of the French armed 
forces and the Nigerien military police fired warning shots to disperse the crowd. He was unable to confirm or deny 
reports of casualties, however. According to the media reports, no French soldiers were injured, but two civilian 
drivers did incur injuries. The convoy has reportedly since been able to continue its journey into the capital, Niamey, 
its ultimate destination being the central Barkhane base in the Malian city of Gao.  

Nigeria 

Kidnappings in a number of federal states 
According to reports in the media, unknown persons abducted a large number of people who were travelling on 
the Abuja-Kaduna motorway in the northern federal state of Kaduna on 21.11.21. One person was also killed in the 
incident, which has been confirmed by the police. According to eye witnesses, at least 40 people were reportedly 
abducted and more than one person was killed. The Abuja-Kaduna motorway - an important road connecting 
northern and southern Nigeria - has repeatedly been the scene of attacks by unknown persons in the past. 
Observers suspect that not all incidents become publicly known. 
The abduction of a high-ranking police officer in the southern federal state of Edo caused a stir on 26.11.21.  
According to reports in the media, the kidnappers are demanding NGN 50 million (approx. EUR 108,000 as per 
29.11.21) for his release. 

Dozens of kidnap victims freed in the north-west 
The police has rescued 24 victims of various kidnapping cases in the north-western federal state of Zamfara. This 
emerges from media reports on 24.11.21 citing official information from the previous day. Some of those freed had 
spent more than 60 days in captivity. Zamfara is a federal state in which kidnappings and other criminal activities 
by armed gangs are particularly prevalent. 

Government reports broadening of operations by Boko Haram and ISWAP 
It appears that the jihadist groups Boko Haram and Islamic State West Africa Province (ISWAP), which were 
previously active first and foremost in the north-east of Nigeria, have recently expanded their sphere of operations 
towards north-western Nigeria. This was reported in Nigerian media on 24.11.21, citing information from 
representatives of the north-western federal state of Niger. Back on 16.11.21, media reports citing a representative 
of Niger State stated that Boko Haram had taken control of at least six townships in the Shiroro and Rafi districts. 
Thousands of residents of the townships concerned in the districts of Shiroro and Rafi had reportedly fled in the 
face of the attacks, while others had joined the attackers. Observers of the situation in northern Nigeria had already 
suspected in the past that activities by local criminals involved some form of cooperation with jihadists (cf. BN of 
21.12.20). 
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Nigerian women’s experiences of violence since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic 
48 % of Nigerian women have experienced at least one form of violence since the beginning of the COVID-19 
pandemic, according to the findings of the UN report “Measuring the shadow pandemic: Violence against women 
during COVID-19”, which was published on 24.11.21. The report states that the most common forms of violence 
cited are verbal abuse and the refusal of basic resources (23 %), denial of communication (21 %), sexual harassment 
(16 %) and physical abuse (15 %). The report covers Nigeria and 13 other countries. 

Pakistan 

ai on enforced disappearances 
On 22.11.21 Amnesty International (ai) commented on disappearances instigated by the state. In such cases, 
government agencies deny holding a certain individual and refuse to disclose information on their fate or 
whereabouts. ai states that such cases have been documented in Pakistan since the mid-1980s. According to ai, 
since the beginning of the 21st century this practice has been routinely applied by the Pakistani secret services 
against media representatives, opposition activists, champions of human rights and critical students. In isolated 
cases, the whereabouts of hundreds of victims has been unknown for decades. ai points out that the victims’ 
families suffer health problems, have often lost their financial security and are stigmatised and subjected to social 
isolation. 

Muslims arrested for blasphemy 
Four Muslim men were arrested for blasphemy near Lahore (Punjab) on 18.11.21. The arrests were preceded by an 
argument with an imam who refused to announce a funeral for Christians in his mosque. The death penalty applies 
to blasphemy in certain cases. While no executions have been carried out as a result of blasphemy convictions, 
accusations of such offences have led to lynchings in dozens of cases. 

Republic of the Congo 

Several deaths in police custody 
Several human rights organisations have reported that six deaths occurred at the police detention centres in the 
capital, Brazzaville on 05.11.21. They are calling for an independent investigation into every death in police custody. 
Communications minister and government spokesman Thierry Moungalla attributed all cases of death to the 
current chronic overcrowding. Conditions in the police detention centres in the capital, Brazzaville, are described 
as exceptionally bad and there are reports of violent deaths, which are blamed in part on police employees and in 
part on inmates (cf. BN of 04.10.21). 

Rising food and nutrition insecurity 
According to the representative of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) in the 
Republic of the Congo, Yannick Ariane Rasoarimanana, the food and nutrition security situation has been 
continually deteriorating over recent years. The latest figures from 2021 show that around 51.7 % of the total 
population are affected by severe food insecurity and approx. 35.5 % are malnourished. The growth retardation rate 
among children under five years of age reportedly stands at 18 %. 

Russian Federation 

Head of federal penitentiary service suspended following release of torture videos 
The Russian presidential administration announced on 25.11.21 that president Vladimir Putin had relieved the head 
of the federal penitentiary service, Alexander Kalashnikov, of his duties and replaced him with deputy interior 
minister Arkady Gostev. In October 2021 human rights organisations released numerous videos allegedly showing 
scenes of torture and other abuse of prisoners (cf. BN of 11.10.21). Kalashnikov duly fired prison employees for 
torturing prisoners and discharged the head of the prison hospital in Saratov. Criminal proceedings were instituted 
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against a number of employees. According to reports in the media, Putin’s replacement of penitentiary service chief 
was a direct response to the release of the video. A fundamental reform of the penal system has yet to be initiated.  

Somalia 

Attack 
At least eight people were killed and 23 injured, some severely, in a suicide attack near to a school in Mogadishu on 
25.11.21. School children are reportedly among the dead. The car bomb was aimed at a military convoy of an African 
Union peace mission. Al-Shabaab has claimed responsibility for the attack. It is not known whether any UN 
personnel are among the dead or injured. 

Sri Lanka 

Economic crisis: rising food prices, protests, ban on import of fertilizers lifted 
Sri Lanka remains in a serious economic crisis. A lack of foreign currency is leading to shortages of food, crude oil 
and other basic commodities. At the end of August 2021 president Gotabaya Rajapaksa declared a state of 
emergency (cf. BN of 06.09.21). The country’s only oil refinery was reportedly closed on 16.11.21 due to the 
shrinking foreign currency reserves. On 24.11.21 the government revoked the ban on importing and using artificial 
fertilizers and chemical pesticides which had been adopted in April 2021. The ban was intended to make Sri Lanka 
the first country in the world with an entirely organic agricultural sector. People working in the agricultural sector 
have been protesting against the import restrictions and warning of smaller harvests for several months. Further 
points of criticism are the lack of time to prepare for the transition to exclusively organic farming and the failure to 
involve farmers in the decision-making process. The government allowed the import of artificial fertilizers for tea 
plantations back in mid-October 2021, so as to avoid endangering this important sector of the country’s economy. 
A demonstration organised by the opposition took place in the capital, Colombo, on 16.11.21, drawing several 
thousand participants. The demonstrators asserted that the government’s decision to switch the country to 
ecological farming and to ban the import of chemical fertilizers threatened to lead to a food crisis. According to 
reports in the media, the prices of rice, vegetables and other staples most recently almost doubled in the space of 
a week and supermarkets have been rationing the amounts that people are able to buy. 

Sudan 

Protests continue 
The protests against the military coup of 25.10.21 continued on 21.11.21. According to reports in the media, tens 
of thousands of people demonstrated in various towns and cities in the country against the signed agreement 
between general El-Burhan and prime minister Hamdok. The demonstrators reject any cooperation and further 
negotiations with the military and the military leaders involved in the coup and are calling for an entirely civilian 
government. The Forces for Freedom and Change party (FFC) has distanced itself from the agreement by way of 
protest. In addition, eleven ministers have announced that they have tended their resignations to prime minister 
Hamdok. While a number of civil society activists and opposition politicians were released on 27.11.21, some of 
these were detained once again on the same day. It is not known how many people are currently in prison following 
the military coup and the subsequent demonstrations. Another “march of the millions” took place in the capitals 
of all the federal states on 25.11.21. Tens of thousands of demonstrators followed the calls by  various civil society 
organisations and opposition parties for people to protest against the military coup and the agreement between 
prime minister Hamdok and the military. The 42 people who have died so far in the wake of the military coup were 
also remembered at the demonstrations. According to reports in the media, the security forces again used extreme 
force against the demonstrators, as a result of which a number of people incurred injuries. Prime minister Hamdok 
announced on 27.11.21 that he had dismissed the chief of police and his deputy on account of the extreme force 
applied by the police. Contrary to its undertaking to no longer interfere in executive government matters, the 
Sovereign Council - headed by general El-Burhan - has appointed Abdelaziz Fatih al-Rahman as the head of the 
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judiciary. Al-Rahmen already held this post under Omar al-Bashir. The political opposition accused Hamdok of 
being a “servant of the military junta” and a “puppet” of the military. 

Renewed intercommunal fighting 
In addition to the demonstrations against the coup of 25.10.21, inner-communal fighting and clashes also continue 
in several regions of the country. The UN mission UNITAMS has reported that the fighting is gaining in intensity. 
The regions of West Darfur and North Darfur are particularly severely affected. At the beginning of November 2021, 
armed individuals attacked 46 villages in the Jebel Moon district of the West Darfur region, close to the border with 
Chad, for example. Camps for internally displaced people were reportedly among their targets. The villages were 
looted and burned to the ground. Kidnappings and rapes allegedly also occurred. The central committee of 
Sudanese doctors has reported 17 people killed and eight villages burnt down. While the reasons behind the 
fighting remain largely unknown, some reports suspect that it stemmed from disputes between Arab nomads and 
settled farmers over the ownership of cattle and the use of grazing land. In all, at least 43 people have reportedly 
been killed, a number have been injured and thousands of villagers have been driven from their homes. Access for 
humanitarian organisations was already restricted owing to the continually difficult security situation in the Jebel 
Moon district. In the light of the latest developments, they have now completely suspended their operations. 

Syria 

Civilians killed as a consequence of an air strike 
The state news agency, SANA, has reported two people killed in an air strike on military targets in the governorate 
of Homs which Israel is suspected of having carried out. A spokesman for the Syrian military said that the missile 
defence system had intercepted further missiles. 
Meanwhile, the pro-opposition Syrian Observatory for Human Rights has reported that two fighters associated with 
the Lebanese Hezbollah were killed in the attack. In addition, two civilians reportedly died when they were hit by 
falling debris from the Syrian missile defence system in the city of Homs, the capital of the identically named 
governorate. 

Soldier killed at Turkish/Syrian border 
The Turkish defence ministry reported on 26.11.21 that a member of the military had been seriously injured while 
attempting to prevent people from crossing the border illegally into Syria. He died of gunshot wounds shortly 
afterwards at the hospital of the provincial capital, Kilis. 

USA eases sanctions for relief organisations in Syria 
The US Treasury Department announced in a statement on 24.11.21 that it was amending a number of the 
provisions of the so-called Caesar Act. The act, which is named after a deserted Syrian military photographer, was 
passed in 2019 and allows sanctions to be imposed on individuals or organisations who work together with the 
Syrian government. 
For NGOs pursuing charitable projects in Syria, the new amendments mean that it will now be possible once again 
to carry out everyday transactions with the government or companies close to the government. Such transactions 
include the purchase of fuel or heating oil from government-controlled areas, for example. 

Turkey 

Demonstrations against economic crisis 
Protests against the economic crisis and the high cost of living were held in various towns and cities in Turkey on 
23.11.21. The demonstrators called on the government to resign. The protests were triggered by a further 
devaluation of the lira, which fell by 15 % 100 basis points overnight after the central bank lowered interest rates 
by 100 basis points. According to reports in the media, the Turkish lira lost 32 % in value in November 2021 alone. 
In Ankara the police allegedly attempted to prevent people from taking part in the demonstrations. Demonstrators 
who had gathered on the campus of the Middle East Technical University were reportedly held up by riot police 
using tear gas, for example. At least 73 demonstrators are believed to have been arrested in Istanbul alone. In the 
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Istanbul districts of Avcılar and Bakırköy the police informed demonstrators that the local governors’ offices had 
banned demonstrations for one month. In connection with the protests, on 24.11.21 investigations were launched 
into 271 social media users who had shared posts about the latest drop in the value of the lira. A statement 
published by the police alleges that the social media users concerned had stirred up hate and animosity among the 
public, disseminated fake and “manipulative” news and incited people on the streets to resort to physical violence. 

Demonstrations on the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women 
Protests were held in a number of towns and cities on 25.11.21 to mark the  International Day for the Elimination 
of Violence Against Women. Despite a strong police presence, hundreds of demonstrators gathered at Istanbul’s 
Taksim Square, for example, to protest against the latest series of femicides and increasing violence against women 
and members of the LGBTIQ community. When demonstrators attempted to break through the road blocks which 
had been set up by the police, the latter deployed tear gas and rubber bullets against the demonstrators. In the 
south-eastern province of Diyarbakır the riot police intervened in the demonstration and took violent action against 
a number of women. 

Suspected Gülen members arrested 
On 23.11.21 the police announced that they had arrested 132 people who are suspected of having links to the Gülen 
movement in the course of raids in various towns and cities in Turkey. The suspects comprise discharged cadets 
and soldiers, actively serving soldiers and employees of the gendarmerie. 

Venezuela 

Results of parliamentary and regional elections, provisional report of the EU election monitoring commission 
According to information from the supreme election council (Consejo Electoral de Venezuela, CNE), the governing 
party Partido Socialista Unido de Venezuela (PSUV) won 19 out of a total of 23 governors’ posts and the majority 
of mayoralties. Although the highly fragmented opposition took part in the elections once again for the first time 
since 2018, turnout remained very low at just under 42 % and the governing party was able to win many posts by 
virtue of the divisions among the opposition. Only the final count and appointment to the governor’s post of Barinas 
is currently outstanding. A commission which began work on 29.11.21 is to decide on the appointment here 
between the candidates Freddy Superlano (Mesa de la Unidad Democrática, MUD) and the brother of the late Hugo 
Chávez, Argenis, (PSUV). While the elections went off largely peacefully at national level, Insight Crime reports 
local attacks and outbreaks of violence by pro-government colectivos in particularly fiercely contested federal 
states, such as Zulia and Táchira, as well as isolate incidents in Lara. In Zulia State a man was shot dead outside a 
polling station. NGOs also report irregularities and restrictions on reporting. The EU election monitors’ provisional 
report of 23.11.21 indicates a number of improvements to the election process compared to previous elections and 
highlights the appointment of two members of the opposition to the CNE, while at the same time pointing to 
structural deficits such as “the arbitrary political disqualification of candidates [through administrative channels], 
the lack of equal access to the media and the biased appropriation of state resources during election campaigning”. 
Restrictions on free speech and the freedom of information also served to undermine the transparency of the 
elections. 

Yemen 

Air strikes in Sanaa 
The Saudi-led anti-Houthi coalition carried out a number of air strikes on targets in Sanaa between 23.11. and 
27.11.21. According to the coalition, the air raids targeted military establishments. The Houthis, however, claim 
that residential buildings and a factory were also damaged and two people were killed. On 20.11.21 the Houthis 
fired more than a dozen drones at targets in Saudi Arabia (cf. BN of 22.11.21). 
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IOM: Worsening of the humanitarian situation in Marib 
According to IOM, the number of internally displaced people in the governorate of Marib has risen ten-fold since 
September 2021. The increase is attributable to the Houthi rebels’ continuing advance towards the city of Marib. 
The situation regarding food and medicines in the refugee camps is reportedly also worsening. 

UNDP: War death toll of 377,000 by the end of the year 
In a report published on 23.11.21 the UN Development Programme (UNDP) states that it expects the death toll 
from the conflict which broke out in 2014 to reach 377,000 by the end of 2021. Around 60 % of this total is attributed 
to indirect consequences of the war, such as starvation or inadequate medical care. The victims are for the most 
part children aged under five, who make up 70 % of the death toll. 
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